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Portal Overview

Single point of access to information, 
people, and processes

Combines applications together into one 
unified presentation

Delivers a highly personalized 
experience, considering user role, 
personal settings, device settings, 
security settings

Offers easy rebranding and site look-
and-feel customization

Provides application integration, single 
sign-on services, integration with 
security managers and much, much 
more
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Portlet OverviewPortlet Overview
Each portlet is a separate application 

Developed independently
Can be placed anywhere on the page
Have modes and states

Support multiple devices
Phones, Organizers, Voice
Unique views for each device
Business logic can be shared

Developed in several ways
Some require programming
Others can be produced using portlet 
builders
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Basic IdeaBasic Idea

Base portal allows aggregation of views. Cooperative 
portlets allow integration of behaviors
A loosely-coupled model is followed. Exchange 
capabilities are defined at development time, but not 
explicit connections
The model preserves the component nature of portlets, 
and supports flexible deployment
Two related communication paradigms are supported

Click-to-Action: Controls for triggering interactions can 
be dynamically generated
Wired Portlets: Behaviors of multiple portlets can be 
integrated, through configuration rather than 
programming
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Advantages Over Hardwired PortletsAdvantages Over Hardwired Portlets

In the early versions of WebSphere Portal, portlet 
messaging was provided
Required programmatic hardwiring of portlets
Required portlets to be deployed as a unit, and placed 
together on a page
Breaks the self-contained nature of portlets, reduces “mix-
and-match” flexibility implied by component model
Third parties cannot easily develop portlets to cooperate 
with a vendor’s portlets
Legacy applications using portlet messaging can easily be 
converted to cooperative portlets
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PropertyProperty
Cooperative Portlets are associated with 
“Properties” and “Actions”
Property

an exchangeable data item, which the portlet can 
produce or consume
a part of the portlet’s data model, suitable for 
exposure to other portlets
associated with type information, which is used to 
determine exchangeability
can be tied to a visual control on the screen, or 
produced when an action is executed
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ActionAction
Action

logic which can be executed to process a Property
or, logic which after execution produces Properties
or, both at the same time
associated with Parameters

Parameter
Maps an Action to a Property
Encapsulates information about how the Action 
produces or consumes the Property (this is called a 
“binding”)
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WireWire
Connects a source portlet instance with a target portlet 
instances
The source end of a wire is associated with a Property, 
the target end with an Action that can process the 
Property
Used to communicate changes in the Property value at 
the source by invoking the Action on the target
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Property BrokerProperty Broker

Component of WebSphere Portal introduced in WP 4.2 and 
enhanced in 5.0 and 5.1
Maintains a registry in the portal database of:

Properties, actions and parameters of portlets
Wires

Processes portlets at deployment time to register their 
property/action information
Examines registered property/action/wire information at 
runtime to facilitate information exchange between portlets
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Cooperation Paradigm: Click-to-ActionCooperation Paradigm: Click-to-Action

A portlet can place a clickable control in its markup which 
is associated with a Property
At runtime, the Property Broker computes Actions which 
can process the Property
A pop-up menu is associated with the clickable control, 
listing the actions which can be triggered
The user may choose an action from the list and trigger it
The pop-up menu can be associated with an arbitrary 
clickable control
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Cooperation Paradigm: Wired PortletsCooperation Paradigm: Wired Portlets

Wires are established as a post-development 
configuration step
When the wired Property value is produced at runtime, 
the wired Action is triggered and passed the Property 
value
An Administrator may create “public wires” to set up 
cooperative behaviors involving multiple portlets for all 
users
A Privileged User may create “personal wires” whose 
effects apply only to the creator
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Paradigms
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Both paradigms restrict matches based on Property type 
information
Both are supported by the same runtime
Click-to-Action controls can (but need not) be wired
Wires can (but need not) be triggered through Click-to-
Action controls
Wires are used to pre-configure integrated behaviors 
across a set of portlets
Click-to-Action is used to allow portal users to trigger 
cross-portlet interaction from a dynamic list of choices
Users can change from Click-to-Action to wired mode if 
they favor a particular mode of interaction
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Roles in Establishing Portlet 
Cooperation
Roles in Establishing Portlet 
Cooperation

1. Portlet Developer writes
portlet code and declares
Properties and 
Actions. Business Users may
generate such portlets using
Tools

2. Portal Administrator examines
Properties and Actions and
preconfigures interactions
between portlets by creating 
global wires. May also import and
export pages containing wires

3. Privileged Users can
personalize interactions
between portlets by creating
personal wires

4. Ordinary Users view the net
effect of wires created by
Administrators or trigger 
additional interactions between
portlets through Click-to-Action
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Step 5

Portal servlet 
examines the 
request header

Determines the 
device and user 
information

Step 4Step 3Step 2Step 1

Layout system 
is called for 
the target 
markup

JSP templates 
define the 
overall page, 
rows, columns 
and 
decorations

Request Processing in WebSphere PortalRequest Processing in WebSphere Portal

Portlets 
render 
themselves in 
the second 
phase or 
render phase

Portlet markup 
is included.
Click-to-
Action markup 
is included in 
this phase

Portlets are 
processed in 
two phases. 
The first 
phase is the 
event phase

Portlet events 
are dispatched 
this phase.
Wire triggered 
events are also 
dispatched

Portal 
database and 
security 
settings are 
checked

Determines 
what pages and 
portlets the 
user will see
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Development StepsDevelopment Steps
Registering Properties and Actions
Publishing Property values
Receiving Property values
Deployment changes
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Registering Actions and PropertiesRegistering Actions and Properties

Two main options
Declaratively, using a WSDL file

Usually preferred
Only option available for JSR-compliant portlets

Programmatically, using Java APIs
Results are equivalent to using the WSDL approach
Can be used if providing the WSDL file is difficult, e.g. in 
builder generated portlets
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Using WSDL for Registration (IBM and JSR)Using WSDL for Registration (IBM and JSR)

WSDL supports the definition of abstract operations 
which produce and consume typed data items
The base language lends itself well to defining Properties 
and Actions
Custom extensions are used in the Binding section 
which map the Properties and Actions to the portlet 
implementation
WSAD 5.1.2 + Portal Toolkit 5.0.2.2 provides a wizard 
interface for generating the WSDL
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Publishing Property ValuesPublishing Property Values
Through Click-to-Action menus

JSP tag library 
Java APIs

As a result of portlet actions or other event phase 
callbacks

Action Binding
Reuses actionPerformed method from normal portlet 
programming API

Java APIs
for advanced portlet cooperation scenarios
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Click-to-Action JSP Tag (IBM Only)Click-to-Action JSP Tag (IBM Only)

<td>
<%= object.getOrderId() %>
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/>
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Tag attributes
“name” identifies property
“type” and “namespace” are used for matching to targets
“value” provides the value of the property

encodeProperties tag for scattering a set of properties to 
all matching actions
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Receiving Property ValuesReceiving Property Values
Action Binding Approach

Reuses processAction method from normal portlet API
Java APIs

For advanced portlet cooperation scenarios
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Deployment ConsiderationsDeployment Considerations
Specify a special wrapper class as the servlet class in 
web.xml (IBM only)

Provide the application class using a special parameter
Include a jar file containing the wrapper class in the war 
file

Specify the location of the WSDL file in portlet.xml (IBM 
and JSR)
Specify the name of the resource file for translated 
captions for Actions and Properties in portlet.xml
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Additional CapabilitiesAdditional Capabilities
Action activation and deactivation on a per-session basis

Only active actions are triggered through wires and appear 
in Click-to-Action menus

Pass general Objects as Property values
See References at end of presentation

Determine if a Property is wired
Can be used for surfacing additional links dynamically

Use Struts Portlet Framework or JSF together with 
portlet cooperation

JSF Requires WSAD 5.1.2 and Portal Toolkit 5.0.2.2
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Special Considerations for JSR 168Special Considerations for JSR 168
The wired inter-portlet communication paradigm is 
available for JSR 168 portlets in WP 5.1
Click-to-Action and some advanced communication 
paradigms cannot (yet) be realized
Only WSDL based registration is supported
The portal struts framework can be used in conjunction
The additional packaging requirement for including the 
portlet wrapper does not apply
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Development GuidelinesDevelopment Guidelines
Design the portlet app first without cooperation considerations 

Re-use same action for dispatch for direct interaction as well 
as inter-portlet communication
Anything which is a primary key or searchable field in the app 
data model is a candidate for an input property
Anything which may serve as a foreign key in the app data 
model is a candidate for an output property

Document the Properties and Actions for your cooperative 
portlets to allow additional teams to extend the set

Use complex types and general Object values sparingly
Use the struts portlet development framework or JSF
Use portlet builder tools like WebSphere Portlet Application 
Integrator where possible
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Cross-Page InteractionCross-Page Interaction
At present, portlet cooperation is only possible between 
portlets on the same page
More powerful cooperation paradigms can be realized if 
the cooperating portlets are on different pages
In an upcoming release, we will support portlet 
cooperation across pages

For IBM and standard portlets
Click-to-Action menus will be able to incorporate actions 
from portlets on other pages
Wires will be able to target portlet actions on other pages
Programming model will remain the same
Actions will normally not available for use across pages, 
but will need to be “promoted” for cross-page use

Portlet wiring tool will be enhanced for this purpose
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Other Future DirectionsOther Future Directions
Richer support for JSR and push into standard
Similar cooperation paradigms in the Rich 
Client Platform and WSRP
Type repository and transforms
Additional UI paradigms besides menu 
paradigm for Click-to-Action
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ConclusionConclusion

Preserving the component nature of portlets while allowing 
coordination of behavior is an important problem in Portal 
frameworks 
WebSphere Portal solves this problem through Cooperative 
Portlets
Two related cooperation paradigms are supported

Click-to-Action: Dynamic, user-triggered cooperation 
Wired Portlets: Integrated behaviors across multiple portlets 

Cooperative Portlets development extends the portlet 
programming model

Standard portlets can also leverage this feature in WP 5.1
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